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afterword 

Afterword 

In the studies for my Ph.D. thesis, I have lived in the world of chromosome territo
ries. My visa to this world was given to me by Jacob Aten, Thomas Cremer and Roel 
van Driel, whose scientific ideas proved to be invaluable for this thesis. The word terri
tory appears to indicate a sealed and garded area. However, chromosome territories, and 
the field that investigates them, turned out to be extremely open and accessible. 

For me, it all started by a successful collaboration between Jacob and Thomas, in 
which I was given the opportunity to start my investigations in Heidelberg, Germany. I 
was welcomed in Heidelberg by Thomas and his wife Marion, who invited me to stay 
with their family for the first two weeks. A tradition, as it turned out, for every visitor in 
Thomas' lab was met with their tremendous hospitality. In the lab I was awaited by a 
woman in black lederhosen: Anna Jauch. She did not only teach me the ins-and-outs of 
chromosome painting, but also that in each experiment a heart-shaped image should be 
found (Anna, does figure 3 in chapter 3 meet the criteria?). For the real image analysis, 
Roland Eils and colleagues in Heidelberg and Ron Hoebe in Amsterdam were of enor
mous help. It was a great group of people in the lab, who did not only help me with the 
work, but also introduced me in the cellar, next to the microscopes, to a tasty German 
tradition: drinking Sekt. 

When I returned to Amsterdam after nine months, the people of radiobiology in the 
department of radiotherapy made me soon feel home again. Jan proved to be a constant 
source of advice, in the lab as well as on walking. Ron and Erik rescued my self-made 
image analysis programs from fatal errors. With Marco, Bart and Gertrude the 
(im)possibilities of research were discussed. It was a lively time, with apple-pie baking 
contests (won on close range by Carel), joking around with Klaas and Chris and their 
flocks of students, recipe exchanges with Marieke and Greet, a diner party at Lieve's, 
etc. Also the contact with the other colleagues became closer, topped by a survival-tour 
with the whole radiotherapy department. 

Many scientific discussions were held at the weekly meetings with the group of 
Roel van Driel. During these meetings, they, especially Roel, Pernette and in the early 
stages Wouter, forced me by persistent questioning to clarify my thoughts. Together 
with the many sense- and nonsense discussions with Jacob this developed my scientific 
understanding. 

The territory of chromosome research stretches out beyond Amsterdam and Heidel
berg, within frame of the EU BIOMED project I worked with the group of Stan Fakan in 
Lausanne. Dusan came to Amsterdam for a pilot experiment, Françoise had made sure 
that what we wanted was possible and I went to Lausanne where the investigations were 
continued with Swiss precision and thoroughness. While most people in the lab have 
helped me in one way or the other, I want to mention Franchie especially, as I must have 
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driven her almost crazy with the early hours I planned to fix large varieties of labeled 
cells, my many requests to cut serial sections and the music suddenly played in the lab. 

During my international outings, my homebase remained the AMC. However, the 
center of microscopical research had become reality and part of the radiobiology group 
moved with Jacob to the department of cellbiology and histology. This meant, among 
others, that I finally did not need to cross the entire AMC anymore to talk to Jan van 
Marie and Henk van Veen or record images on their CLSM. Ron van Noorden became 
my promoter next to Roel van Driel. His input has been invaluable for the smooth 
progress and final touches of my thesis. I was also very glad that I could entrust Trees 
with the whole procedure of bureaucratic requests that had to be fulfilled before enter
ing the Ph.D. examination, and that Jan Peeterse was always there to make color-prints 
at the last moment and help me with the lay-out. Thanks to coffee breaks (even though 
I often missed them), afternoon drinks (rare, but alive thanks to the stamina of the orga
nizers) and water-fights during the lab-outing I enjoyed to be part of this large depart
ment with all its people and research interests. 

I could submerge in the world of chromosomes, thanks to the great understanding 
of my friends. Each time when I returned after several months away, they were still 
there. In Heidelberg I had a great time not in the least because my crazy flat mates, 
especially Stephan, included me in many diner parties -even thought I reorganized the 
entire kitchen on my first night alone. Life in Lausanne was brightend up by the Italian 
Catia, whose country I soon came to visit... An important factor has also been the 
support from my parents, who somehow managed to keep their constant interest to 
themselves when I did not feel like talking. However, the person who had to suffer most 
has been Marc. He did save my sanity in the last few months of stress by forcing me to 
plan (while not getting agry when I got the timing wrong and worked long nights and 
weekends), but also by taking me on long daring hikes and making me laugh with crazy 
remarks. 

Many people have played a role in my expedition into the world of chromosomes. 
To name all might have doubled the size of this book. However, I have not forgotten 
your help or interest and would like to thank you all. 
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